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A b s tra c t
We consider a tw o-spin qubit th a t is subject to th e orderparam eter field of a sym m etry broken m anipulation device. It is shown
th a t the th in spectrum of th e m anipulation device lim its th e coherence of th e qubit.
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The experimental progress in the realization of quantum
superpositions -qubits- is staggering: we have, nowadays,
a proliferation of different kinds of spin, charge and super
conducting qubits. In order to use these for quantum com
putation it is essential that the qubits can be manipulated.
Here we consider a two-spin qubit that is manipulated by
an external magnetic field. The important point is that we
assume that the external field is not just some presupposed
classical magnetic field. Instead we take it to be generated
by the order parameter -th e magnetization- of a macro
scopic quantum magnet. This magnet, which is our manip
ulation device, is necessarily in a symmetry broken state as
it has a finite orderparameter. This implies the existence
of a thin spectrum in the manipulation device. We show
that precisely this sets a upper bound for the coherence of
the qubit that is being manipulated. This limit becomes
important when the device is small.
Our analysis is based on the Lieb-Mattis spin Hamilto
nian. We have recently shown that in the framework of this
Hamiltonian one can derive a limit to quantum coherence
in many-particle spin qubits [1,2]. This universal limit is
due to spontaneous symmetry breaking and the time-scale
is t spon ^ 2 n N h /(k BT ), given in terms of the number of
microscopic degrees of freedom N , temperature T , and the
constants of Planck (h) and Boltzmann (k B). In the present
paper, however, we will consider the many-body spin sys
tem as a manipulation device and not as qubit.
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The Hamiltonian of the symmetry broken manipulation
device is given by the Lieb-Mattis quantum antiferromagnet [3], with the Hamiltonian
2J
H

lai

= ~ jy S A ' S_b — B { S a ~ & b )-

(1)

The Hamiltonian is defined for a bipartite system with A
and B sub-lattices, where S a /b is the total spin on the A / B
sublattice with z-projection S Z
A/ B , and B is the symmetry
breaking field, in this case a staggered magnetic field acting
on the staggered magnetization S A —SB. The particularity
of the Lieb-Mattis Hamiltonian is that every spin on sub
lattice A is interacting with all spins on sublattice B and
vice versa, with interaction strength 2 J / N (which depends
on the number of spins N so that the system is extensive).
This very simple Hamiltonian accurately describes symme
try breaking and the related thin spectrum that is encoun
tered in more complicated Hamiltonians, like the nearest
neighbor Heisenberg antiferromagnet [4,5,6].
As an example of a qubit manipulation, we consider the
rotation of a two spin qubit from its singlet state into a
triplet state. To do this a local staggered magnetic field
acting on the qubit is needed. For this we use the orderpa
rameter field of a symmetry broken antiferromagnet.
We will now show that from the very moment that the
qubit and antiferromagnet are coupled, the manipulation
device, because of its intrinsic thin spectrum, starts to de
cohere the two-spin qubit. The model Hamiltonian describ
ing this process is given by:
H = H l m + A S, • S 2 + ^ (S% - S%) (Sf - S I ) ,
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where we divide 7 by N to ensure that the spin-spin cou
pling is of order J . In this model A describes energy split
ting between the singlet and triplet state of the qubit. If we
first take A to be zero, then we can diagonalize the Hamil
tonian exactly, and write its eigenfunctions as simple prod
uct functions [1 ,2]:
H |n, S { , S f ) = E (n, S ff, S ff) |n, S f , S I ) .

(3)

Here |n) are the eigenfunctions of the symmetry broken
Lieb Mattis antiferromagnet and SA and SA are the zprojections of the qubit spins. With these eigenstates we
can now describe the experiment in which the qubit singlet
state is turned into the triplet state by the magnetic cou
pling to the antiferromagnet. First we construct the initial
density matrix:
|n) <g) Iqubit) ■{qubitl <g) (n| ,

Pt<to =

(4)

where \qubit) =
( |||) —|||} ). Then we let this density
matrix evolve in time, using the exact time evolution opera
tor: pt>t0 = Upt<t0U i . Finally, we trace away the complete
antiferromagnet, since we are interested in the qubit state
only, not in the exact state of the manipulation device. No
tice that in this case the tracing of the antiferromagnetic
states boils down to tracing away the thin spectrum states:
p?>i = E ^ i ^ o i V ’) = I E
$

e^ £(n)e

hTNnt

(5)

This final expression for the coherence of the two-spin qubit
state yields the coherence time:
Nh B
k BT 7 '

(6)

This coherence time-scale thus limits the time available to
perform a manipulation on the qubit. Since the decoher
ence of separate manipulations presumably will have an ac
cumulating adverse effect, this same time-scale also limits
the total time that a quantum computer will have to run
its calculation, if it uses nanoscopic symmetry broken ma
nipulation machines.
We consider the case with non-zero A. When A is large,
the singlet will not easily be rotated into a triplet. This limit
is not very practical since it also implies that the antiferromagnet will not be able to function as a manipulation de
vice. We therefore consider the limit A ^ 7 . In this case we
can no longer diagonalize Hamiltonian (2) analytically. To
study the time dependent decoherence we use the dynami
cal mean field method described by Allahverdyan et al. [7].
First we split the Hamiltonian (2) in as H = H a f + H qubit
and then introduce the following meanfield Hamiltonians
for the antiferromagnet and qubit
H a f = H l m + ^ (S I - Sf> { S \ - S*B )

H qubit = ASl •S2 + — (S \ — S Z
B ) (S I — S I) .

( 7)
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We then use the adiabatic assumption to set (SA — S A
B)
to its semi-classical value N /2 so that we can diagonalize
H qubit exactly. The resulting eigenstates can be written in
the eigenbasis of the operator SA — SA as:

IIpquUtit)) = \ / 2 (xu(i) Itl) + x u ( t ) lit)) •

(8 )

The time dependence of the components in this eigenstate is
given by the time evolution operator which corresponds to
H qubit. To describe the dynamical behavior of the complete
system we now follow Allahverdyan et al. by writing:

IV’(i)) = y

2

(xn(i)e"

+ X4T(t)e f

^

si) ^ItO«-)
(<s i - s i> = -1)

(9)

In this equation |n) represents the antiferromagnetic eigen
state of H l m , and the time evolution is given for each
component separately by the qubit mean field which corre
sponds to that specific component. This way the dynamics
of the system do not get lost in the mean field approxima
tion. With this expression for the time dependent eigen
states of the coupled system we can, as before, construct
a density matrix and trace away all of the states of the
antiferromagnet. The resulting reduced density matrix de
scribes the decoherence of the qubit due to the coupling to
the antiferromagnet, and the coherence time can be read
off by looking at the off diagonal matrix element. We find
that in the limit A ^ 7 the qubit decoheres after a time
t coh given by equation (6 ) -th e same result as for the case
where A = 0.
We thus conclude that decoherence occurs if a qubit is
interacting with the orderparameter of a many-particle,
symmetry broken manipulation device. The decoherence
is caused by the energy shifts in the thin spectrum of the
manipulation device, which are induced by the qubit. This
thin spectrum is a generic feature that all quantum systems
with a broken continuous symmetry share.
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